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Abstract

In this paper, a two-stage recognition approach based on error pattern hypotheses is proposed to reduce errors of a con
nected digit recognizer. In the approach, a conventional recognizer is first used to produce N-besl candidate strings, and 
then error patterns are hypothesized by examining the candidate strings. For substitution error pattern hypotheses, 
error-pattern-dependent 이assifiers having more discriminative power than the first-stage classifier are used ； and for inser
tion and deletion errors, word duration and energy contour information are exploited to discriminate confusing pairs. 
Simulation results showed that the proposed approach achieves 15% decrease in word error rate for speakerindependent 
Korean connected digit recognition when a hidden Markov model-based recognizer is used for the first-stage classifier.

I . Introduction

Recently many speech recognition systems have used 
hybrid approaches such as hidden Markov models 
(HMM's) combined with neural networks and two-stage 
recognition strategies to improve recognition accuracies. 
In particular, the two-stage approach has often been 
adopted to improve the performance of isolated word 
recognizers based on dynamic time warping |1] and 
HMM's [2, 3]. In the two-stage approach, the first-stage 
classifier performs coarse classification of input patterns 
and generates several candidates, and then the second-stage 
classifier performs detailed 시assification by using more 
sophisticated recognizers or using new features discrimi
nating the candidates better. Some systems combine 
likelihoods of the two classifiers using different weights 
on each state to enhance recognition accuracies further.

Examining our preliminary experimental results on fre
quent error patterns in a Korean connected digit recognizer 
based on HMM's, we have found that a small number of 
error patterns contribute to most recognition errors. This 
phenomenon is common in connected digit recognizers, 
regardless of languages. To reduce errors in such a situ
ation, we extend the two-stage approach to connected 
digit recognition and propose to use a new classifier for 
each error pattern to discriminate fre아uently confusing 
word pairs. The new classifier is designed to have more 

discrimination power by estimating its parameters using 
the speech segments that have generated the correspond
ing error pat tern. Different features are used for different 
error pattern types(substitution, insertion, or deletion error 
patterns).

II. A Two-stage Recognition Approach 
Based on Error Pattern Hypotheses

A block diagram of the two-stage recognition system 
based on error pattern hypotheses using the N-best para
digm [4] is shown in Fig. 1. The firsL-이a응e recognizer 
produces N-best candidate strings, and an error pattern 
hypoth-esizer generates possible error patterns by examining 
the N-best candidate strings. In an error-pattem-dependent 
second-stage classifier, the likelihood of each candidate 
pattern is calculated and combined with the likelihood in 
the first-stage classifier. Finally, a candidate string having 
the largest likelihood is chosen as a final recognition 
result.

2.1 Error pattern hypothesizer

In the training mode, we find error patterns between 
the correct and the recognized strings and estimate 
parameters of the second-sta음e classifier for each error 
pattern. In the recognition mode, we calculated the error 
patterns between the best candidate and the N-th (N 그 2) 
best strings.

While word-level string matching using the dynamic 
programming technique [5] generally produces correct
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Figure 1. A two-stage recognition system.

numbers of substitution, insertion, and deletion errors in 
calculating recognition accuracies, it can not identify error 
pattern types when insertion or deletion errors have 
occurred. For example, when "a b c” is recognized as "a 
c”，there can be three possible error patterns according to 
segmentation information. That is, the speech segment “a 
b" can be misrecognized as the segment "a", “b c” 
misrecognized as "c”，or "a b c" misrecognized as "a c”. 
The segmentation information for the candidate strings 
obtained in the first-stage recognizer is exploited ot ident
ify the error pattern among possible patterns.

To find the error pattern hypotheses, we assume that a 
string composed of arrays of word identifications (ID), 
segment-start and segment-and points. The procedure is 
as follows. Conventional word-Icvel string matching 
between two strings is performed. Then, null segments are 
inserted in the appropriate positions to have the same 
number of segments in the two strings. For each segment 
of a string, the word ID of the segment is compared with 
the string-matched word ID of the segment of the other 
string. If they are different, segments whose starting 
points are similar within the tolerance range, T, in the 
backward direction and segments whose and points are 
similar in the forward direction are searched. Next, word 
ID's of the segments between the start and end points in 
the correct string and the recognized string are concatenated. 
Then, the concatenated word ID's constitute an error pat
tern. Deletion error patterns related with monophonemic 
digits are always hypothesized in the recognition mode.

The overall error pattern hypothesizing algorithm is as 
follows.

typedef struct {
mj( ): array of word ID's of segments
start (): array of start points of segments
end{): array of end points of segments

} StringType

procedure Err Pat Hypothesizer (String Type S, String Type T,
Error Pattern List EP)

perform word-level string matching between S and T

for i = 0 to number of segments in S
if S. w(i) is a monophonemic word

and hypothesizer is in recognition mode
P — S. w (?)
add PPt P to EP

else if S. w(i)丰 T. w(i)
b=i
while IS. start (b) — T. start 0) I ) T

or S. w(b) = null or T. w(b) = null 
b = b — \

end
e = i
while IS. e'nd (e) — T. end (e) I ) T

or S. wifi} = null or T. w(e)~null
e = e+ 1

end
P = Concatenation of S. w(b).. S. w(e) excluding null
Q — Concatenation of T. w (b).. T. u)(e) excluding null 
add PtQ to EP

endif
end
return EP
end Err Pat Hypothesizer

2.2 Error-pattern-dependent classifier

Error-pattern-dependent discriminative classifiers are 
used in the second stage. They may be discriminatively 
trained HMM-based recognizers or neuarl networks such 
as multilayer perceptrons, which are known to have high 
discrim ination power. In the training mode, parameters 
of the second-stage classifier for an error pattern is 
estimated based on speech segments that have generated 
the error pattern. In the recognition mode, the classifier 
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calculates likelihoods of N-best candidate string using the 
class由er parameters for the error pattern hypotheses 
obtained between the best candidiate and the N-th GV A 
2) best strings.

The feastures used in the second-stage classifiers may 
be the same as or different from those used in the 
first-stage classifier according to error pattern types. In 
particular, for insertion and deletion errors, duration and 
energy information in addition to spectral features are 
useful as the features. In this paper, for substitution error 
patterns, the same features and classifier parameters 
estimated by the generalized probabilistic descent (GPD) 
method are used ； and for insertion and deletion error 
patterns, word duration and energy contour are used as 
the features. These features have been shown to reduce 
segmentation errors in both training and recognition 
phases [6].

2.3 Word duration and energy contour modeling
A word duration is modeled by a string-boundary- 

dependent Gaussian distribution. String-boundary depen
dency means that word durations at the start and end of 
a string are modeled separately. To discriminate between 
two hypothesized word clusters that have generated inser
tion or deletion errors, a word-cluster duration is also 
modeled by a string-boundary-dependent Gaussian distri
bution.

Energy contour information is represented by valley 
depth of a segment computed as areas between energy 
contour and its convex hull (the region A in Fig. 2) and 
is modeled by a Gaussian distribution. By assuming that 
points on the frame energy contour, segment boundaries 
and the frame axis corresponding to a segment constitute 

a set of points, the convex hull of the segment can be 
obtained by a well-known method such as the package
wrapping method |7|. The deeper valley has the energy 
contour, the more likely the corresponding speech seg
ment consists of two words. This feature is useful in 
reducing deletion errors in monophonemic digits, decause 
energy-normalized spectral characteristics of two consecu
tive utterances of a monophonemic digit are nearly the 
same as those of one utterance while frame energies 
change as time elapses (e.g., the cases where "o o” is 
misrecognized as "o", or "i i” misrecognized as "i” in 
Korean connected digit recognizers).

HI. Task and Database

To investigate the performance of the proposed 
approach in speech recognition, the speech material used 
in this experiment was a Korean connected digit database 
produced by 140 speakers (90 m시cs and 50 females) in a 
quiet room. Each speaker pronounced 40 digit strings 
which varied from three to seven digits and I hen 
crTonco나s utterances were discarded by listening. Words 
from 93 speakers (60 males and 33 females) were used as 
training data, and those from the other 47 as test data. 
The speech signal was sampled at 16 kHz and segmented 
into 30 msec frames with each frame advancing every 10 
msec. Each frame was parameterized by a 26-dimcnsional 
feature vector consisting of (1) 12 linear predictive coding 
(LPC) derived liftered cepstral coefTicicnts and energy and 
(2) their corresponding time derivatives.

All Korean digits arc monosyllabic. These are 
transcribed in Table 1. Table 2 shows our preliminary 
experimental results on frequent error patterns in a 
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Figure 2. An energy contour-based feature.
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Korean connected digit recognizer. In Table 2, 10 of 170 
error patterns contribute about 40% of total errors in 
case of an HMM teco응nize「trained by the maximum 
likelihood criterion. This fact justifies using error-pattern- 
dependent classifiers in connected digit recognition.

Table 1. 11 Korean digits used in experiments

digit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 oh

trans. il i sam sa 0 yuk chil pal Ki yeong kong

Table 2. Frequent recognition error patterns

ML training

il 一 i (67)
o<一■>ku (38)

ii (30)
sam<―*sa  (28) 
ku o f-Tku (21) 
ku<一>kong (19) 

ilw—Ti il (19) 
oo <-—> o (19)

chil …chil il (13) 
yeong *一-> i yeong (11)

GPD training

if (37)
o——ku (32)

ii* —f(32)
oo* ——(20) 

ku <-一* kong (16) 
ku o *一> ku (11) 
chil il—fl (1!) 

yuk o* 一* y니k ku (10) 
yuk *>  yeong (9)

il il (9)

Note: “a"* —-* “b" (c) denotes a substitution error pattern and 
uaM—> "b" (c) denotes an insertion or deletion errpr pattern 
occurring c times.

IV. Simulation Results

In the first-stage classifier, each digit was modelcy by a 
9-state lef[-to-ri 아it HMM without skip transitions. 
Observation densities were modeled by mixture Gaussian 
pdfs with the number of mixtures for each state varying 
from 1 to 4. Two kinds of the first-stage classiHcr were 
trained and te이cd using the maximum likelihood esti
mation (MLE) and GPD methods. We generated 3 candi
date strings with the unknown length decoding constraint 
using a frame-synchronous search algorithm [8]. For sub
stitution errors, we used second-stage classiGers with 
HMM structures and features the same as the first-stage 
classifier and estimated their parameters by the GPD 
method. The difference from the first-stage classifier is 
that only the speech segments having generated an error 
pattern are used to estimate parameters of the 
second-stage classifier for the error pattern. For insertion 
and deletion errors, word durations and energy conlo나r 
for a segment were modeled by Gaussian distributions. 
The energy component below 1 kHz was used for energy 
contour modeling. The tolerance range in the error pat

tern hypothesizer was set to 3 frames. The likelihoods of 
the two classifiers were combined with equal weighting.

Th rcss kinds of experiments were performed to justify 
the proposed two-stagc approach. In Exp2riment A, the 
second-stage classifiers were used to reduce only substi
tution errors；in Experiment B to reduce cmly insertion 
and deletion errors；and in Experiment C to remove all 
three types of errors. In all experiments, only error 
patterns within 20 most frequent ones were hypothesized.

Tables 3 and 4 show recognition results when the 
HMM-based first-stage classifier was trained by the MLE 
and GPD methods, respectively. The recognition accuracies 
of the baseline systems were obtained with。니t using the 
second-stage classifleres. The values in the parentheses 
indicate string accuracy. Simulation results show that the 
proposed approach consistently improves recognition 
accuracies with different training methods and HMM 
parameters. The proposed approach achieves 15% 
decrcnase in word error rate when an MLE-trained 
recognizer with 4 mixtures is used for the first-stage 
classifier. Decrease in error rates of a system with the 
MLE-trained HMM recognizer used as the first-stage 
classifier is larger than that of the GPD-trained system 
and it is mostly due to the decrease in substitution errors. 
This is because most substitution errors were effectively 
removed by virtue of the discriminative nature of the 
GPD-trained HMM recognizer.

Table 3. Word and string accuracies (%) when an MLE- 
trained HMM recognizer is used as the first-stage 
classifier.

Number of Baseline Experiment Experiment Experiment
mixtures system A B C

1 92.12(67.09) 92.70(69.23) 92.53(68.83) 93.11(70.91)

2 92.25(67.61) 93.10(70.73) 92.63(68.19) 93.64(73.11)

4 93.17(70.85) 93.80(73.28) 93.47(72.24) 94.17(74.96)

Note : The number in parenthesis indicates string accuracy.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-stage recognition approach based 
on error pattern hypotheses was proposed to reduce 
errors of a connected digit recognizer. In the approach, a 
coiivcntional HMM-based recognizer was first used to 
produce N-bcst candidate strings, and then error patterns 
were hypothesized by examining the candidate strings. 
For substitution error pattern hypotheses, a new classifier 
having more discriminative power than the first-stage 
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classifier was used for each error pattern. For insertion 
and deletion errors, word-cluster durations and valley 
depth in energy contour of a segment have been modeled 
by Gaussian distributions to discriminate confusing pairs. 
Simulation results showed that the proposed approach 
achieves 15% decrease in word error rate for speaker-in
dependent Korean connected digit recognition when an 
HMM-based recognizer is used as the first-stage classifier.

HMM recognizer is 나sed as the first-stage 이assifler.
Table 4. Word and string accuracies (%) when a GPD-trained

Number of Baseline Experiment Experiment Experiment
mixtures system A B C

I 93.99(74.03) 94.20(74.78) 94.44(76.17) 94.6o(76.92)

2 94.79(76.92) 94.91(77.39) 95.20(78.48) 953M79J2)

4 95.lK78.3l) 95.20(78.77) 95.44(79.76) 95.55(80.28)

Note: The number in parenthesis indicates string accuracy.
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